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*  easy to do

**  a bit harder

***  extra challenge11learning style
     Vocabulary 
 Education 

 1  Match the adjectives 1–3 with the opposites 
a–c. Which of them can be followed by the 
noun  school?  Which can be followed by  subject ?  
 1 private   
 2  compulsory   
 3  mixed   
_________  school    _________   subject  

 2  Complete the text with the words from the box.  

 compulsory discipline head teacher   
main mixed optional private  ✓  
pupils   rules single-sex specialises 
staff  state uniforms 

a  single-sex   
 b  state            
 c  optional 

 Grammar 
 Present simple and continuous 

 3  *   Underline  the correct form to complete 
the sentences.  
 1  This term we  read/  are reading   Macbeth .  
 2  My little sister  goes/is   going  to school for the 

fi rst time next month. 
 3  Sam  fi nishes/is   fi nishing  school at 15.30 every 

day except Friday. 
 4  Online courses  become/are becoming  more 

popular these days. 
 5  In democratic schools students  vote/are voting  

on the rules. 
 6  I can’t go out right now. I  work/am working  on 

my Geography project. 

 4  **  Put the words in the correct order to 
make sentences.  
 1  sometimes/homework/help/her/sister/ I /my/with. 
  I   sometimes help my sister with her 
  homework.   
 2  twice/play/week/ We /a/basketball  
  We ____________________________________ . 
 3      school/cycle/usually/doesn’t/to/ Tim   
  Tim ____________________________________ . 
 4  you/ Do /meet/school/after/always  
  Do ____________________________________ ? 
 5  Ric/month/to/fl ying/ Deb /and/are/next/India. 
  Deb  ____________________________________ .  

 Grammar plus: Time expressions 

 5  ***  Put the time expressions and adverbs of 
frequency in the correct position in each sentence. 
Sometimes more than one position is possible. 
 1  I don’t play tennis after dinner. (often)  
    I don’t often play tennis after dinner.   
 2  The whole class goes on a school trip.  

(three times a year)
   _________________________________________   
 3  We have really interesting discussions in class. 

(some days) 
   _________________________________________   
 4    Pete forgets about birthdays. (seldom) 
   _________________________________________   
        5  Does he eat meat? (never) 
 _________________________________________

      

 4  

 Grammar plus: Time expressions 

 5  

 I went to a  1 _________    school 

before, but it was too 

expensive. Then we found 

Cutherstone Sports College. 

It’s a  2   _________  school, but it’s 

quite unusual. It  3   _________  in 

sports. The  4  _________   

subjects include Maths, English, 

a foreign language, PE and two 

additional sports: those are 

the things everyone has to do. 

I want to become a dancer, so 

my  5  _________   subjects are 

gymnastics and dance, but I 

also do a few other sports as  6   _________  subjects.  
 
There are eight PE teachers in the school, and one of 

them is the  7  _________     _________   . The  8  _________  

 are friendly and support us when we have important 

competitions.   Is there a lot of  9  _________   ? It depends. 

We don’t wear  10   _________    ; a lot of the time we walk 

around in sports clothes anyway. But there are safety  11 

 _________   – they are necessary when such a lot of 

people are doing sports. 

 Many years ago, Cutherstone was a  12  _________   school, 

for boys only. At that time, some people believed that 

sport was not so important for girls. But now it’s a  

13  _________   school; exactly half of the  14  _________   are 

girls, and last year the girls’ football team won the local 

championship. 

 Is your school special? Tell us about it. 

private
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 easy to do

 a bit harder

 extra challenge
 6  **  Complete the email with the verbs in 

brackets in the correct present tense.  
  

 7  ***  Complete the questions 1–5 with the 
correct form of the verbs in brackets. Then 
match them to the answers a–e.  
   1  How often   do you do   (you/do) sports?   
 2 _________   (you/read) anything interesting at 

the moment? 
 3   _________  (you/have) any special 

responsibilities at school? 
 4  _________   (you/take) any exams this year?  
 5 How often  _________  (your English teacher/

set) homework? 

 a  In every lesson. 
 b  I play tennis twice a week and go swimming 

every Friday. 
 c  No, next year. 
 d  Yes, a book about cycling around the world. 
 e  Yes, I do. I clean the classroom once a month. 

 8  ***  Give answers that are true for you to the 
questions in exercise 7. 
 1   ________________________________________   . 
 2   ________________________________________   . 
 3   ________________________________________   . 
 4   ________________________________________   . 
 5   ________________________________________   . 

 Grammar reference 
 Present simple and present continuous
   Use of the present simple  

 • We use the present simple to talk about actions or  
  events that happen repeatedly (routines, habits): 

    Robert   goes   to the gym every Sunday.   

 • We use the present simple to talk about things that are  
 always true (general truths):  

    Most insects   eat   plants and other insects.   

  Time expressions with the present simple  

    • every day/week/month/year/afternoon/Tuesday , etc.  
 These usually go at the end of the sentence: 

  We   play   basketball   every Wednesday  .   

 •  once/twice/three times a day/week/month/year , etc.  
 These usually go at the end of the sentence: 

  I   visit   my grandparents   twice a month  .  

 •  some/most days/weeks/months , etc.  These usually go  
 at the beginning of the sentence:  

  Some days   I   feel   very isolated and lonely.  

 • Adverbs of frequency. These usually go just before the  
 main verb: 

  I   usually have   cereal for breakfast.  
  They   don’t often go   on holiday abroad.   
  Does   she   always cycle   to school?   

 100%      

     

  Use of the present continuous  

 • We use the present continuous to talk about things  
 that are happening now (at the time of speaking):  

  He’  s talking   on the phone now.   

 • We use the present continuous to talk about things  
 that are happening around the time when we speak  
 (not necessarily at the moment of speaking):  

  In History this term,   we’  re studying   the Romans.   

 • We use the present continuous to express current  
 changes: 

  My school grades   are getting   better this year.   

  • We can also use the present continuous to talk about 
 a defi nite future arrangement: 

  We  ’re fl ying   to Barcelona next Thursday.  

  Time expressions with the present continuous  

 • For things happening now, we use: 

  at the moment ,  (right) now ,  today ,  this morning/afternoon , 
 this week/month/year ,  these days ,  at present  

 • To talk about future arrangements, we use:

   tomorrow, next week/month/Monday, on Tuesday/Saturday  

To:  alexb78@gmail.com
From:  jb1990@hotmail.com
Subject: School in Korea

Hi Alex, 
You wanted me to tell you about my school here in Korea. 
Well, we  1    work     (work) really hard. School  2   _________  
(start) at 8.30 a.m. and  3   _________  (fi nish) at 7 p.m. There’s 
a lunch break at 1.30 p.m. and we  4   _________  (have) lunch 
in our classrooms. In lessons we  5   _________  (listen) to the 
teacher and  6   _________  (answer) questions. We  7   _________  
(not/give) our opinions and we  8   _________  (not/have) 
discussions.  

 We  9  _________  (take) fi nal exams next month, so right now 
we  10   _________  (prepare) for them really intensively. Every 
day after school I  11   _________  (go) to an evening school 
called an ‘academy’ for extra lessons. I  12   _________  (return) 
home after 10 p.m. and then I  13   _________  (do) my homework. 
It’s really hard, but my results  14   _________  (improve). 

 I hope you  15   _________  (not/work) so much these days. 
Write when you have a moment. 

 Best wishes,  
Jeong Bin 

sometimes not oftenoften rarely/
seldom

neveralways usually/
normally

0%
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 Vocabulary 
 Education and work 

 1  Match the sentence beginnings 1–7 with the 
endings a–g.  
 1  Kate’s doing  
 2  You’re going to fail 
 3 I’m going to university 
 4  Emily’s just started 
 5  Zoe earns 
 6  Richard passed 
 7  I’ve applied  

 a  a higher salary than her husband. 
 b  all his exams with very good marks. 
 c  for a job with a small company. 
 d  secondary school this year. 
 e  to get a degree in computing. 
 f  well in her coursework this year. 
 g  your Science exam if you don’t revise. 

 2  Complete the sentences with the words from 
the box.  

 degree   career   job  ✓    pay   salary   sack 

  1  Jessica is going to apply for a   job   in Thailand. 
 2  They promised me a _________ rise after 
 two years. 
 3  My ambition is to have a successful _________  
 in the media. 
 4  Alan got the _________   from his job for being
 late just once! 
 5  My granddad went to university when he 
 was seventeen and got a _________   when 
 he was nineteen. 
 6  Ryan earns a good _________in his new job. 

 3  Complete the sentences with nouns, adjectives 
or verbs formed from the words in brackets. 
 1  Jack’s grandma had a   successful   (success) 

career as a doctor. 
 2  He hasn’t got the right _________ (qualify) for 

this job. 
 3  After a year of hard work, Sue got  _________ 

 (promote) and a pay rise. 
 4  Sophie’s doing an _________   (apprentice) with 

a large company. 
 5  Job  _________  (satisfy) is more important to 

me than a high salary. 

 Grammar 
 State and activity verbs 

 4 a *  Put the verbs from the box into the 
correct columns in the table. 

 act  ✓   agree  ✓   know  learn  love   
remember  see  seem  sound  study   
want  wear 

          
     

  

 b **  Complete the sentences with the 
correct tense (present simple or present 
continuous) of the state and activity verbs 
from exercise 4a.  
 1 Little Billy  doesn’t want  (not/want)   to go 

to school. 
 2  We ______________   (study) hard for our 

exams these days. 
 3   ______________   (you/see) that cloud? It’s a 

funny shape. 
 4  I ______________     (act) in the school musical 

next month. 
 5  Your idea ______________     (sound) 

really good. 
 6  We all _________ (agree) that it’s a good plan. 
 7  I ______________   (learn) to play the 

piano now. 
 8  I ______________   (love) art lessons. 
 9  Millie ______________   (wear) a lovely 

dress today. 
 10  The children ______________   (seem)   quite 

happy here. 
 11  I ______________   (not/remember) where I’ve 

put my keys. 
 12  ______________   (you/know) this word? 

 

 Activity verbs    State verbs        

     feeling     thought/ appearance/ 
  opinion     the senses  
   act        agree 
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5  **  Underline the correct verb form. 
1  Mum cooks/is cooking something. It smells/

is smelling delicious.
2  We don’t need/aren’t needing a new car. 

The old one is/is being still okay.
3  Which optional course do you prefer/are you 

preferring? I take/am taking drama this year. 
4  Do you hear/Are you hearing that sound? I think 

someone plays/is playing the violin.
5  Jack hates/is hating his school uniform. Right 

now he wears/is wearing the trousers and shirt, 
but not the jacket.

6  ‘Why is Amy crying/does Amy cry?’ 
‘She doesn’t understand/isn’t understanding 
her Maths homework.’

6  **  Complete the sentences with the correct 
tense (present simple or present continuous) of 
the verbs in brackets.
1  ‘What film  are you watching  (you/watch)?’
 ‘The Godfather. I really  like  (like) it.’ 
2   Tom ______________ (behave) a bit strangely. 
 He ______________ (seem) worried.
3  I ______________ (not believe) that man. He 
 ______________ (not tell) us the truth. 
4  Daniel ______________ (not care) about his
 exam results. Everyone ______________ 
 (revise) but he ______________ (do) nothing!
5  This coffee ______________ (taste) wonderful.                
 ______________ (you/make) some more?
6  I ______________ (not mind) coursework. 
 I ______________ (work) on a project now 
 and I quite ______________ (like) it.

7  ***  Decide if the verb in brackets in each 
sentence describes an activity or a state. 
Complete the sentences with the correct verb 
form in brackets.
1  I  don’t think  (not/think) you should go there.
2  I can’t concentrate. I ______________ (think) 

about the holidays.
3  My parents ______________ (think) I’m not 

studying hard enough.
4  ‘Mike ______________ (have) breakfast.’ 

‘But it’s one p.m.!’
5  I ______________ (have) a new guitar.
6  Laura ______________ (have) a degree in 

mathematics.
7  You can talk to him now, he ______________ 

(have) a break.
8  The new computer lab ______________ (look) 

great.
9  We ______________ (just/look) at these dresses. 

Grammar reference
State and activity verbs
Activity (dynamic) verbs describe activities. We use them 
in the present simple or the present continuous tense:

Bethany often watches TV. (a habit)
She’s watching a film now. (at the moment of speaking)

State (stative) verbs describe states. We do not normally 
use them in the present continuous (they don’t take -ing 
form), even if they refer to things or states happening at 
the moment of speaking: 

I don’t understand her. 
She doesn’t want my help.

Common state verbs

• be, have, need:

I’m very hungry.
We don’t have much time to spare.
How much money do you need?

• hate, like, love, prefer, care, don’t mind, want (verbs  
 which describe emotions/feelings):

Matthew hates getting up early on Sundays.
I don’t mind which film we see. 

• believe, know, remember, forget, agree, think,   
 understand (verbs which express thoughts/opinions):

I don’t believe in ghosts.
I remember that girl from school. 

• feel, hear, see, taste, smell, sound, look, seem (verbs  
 which refer to the senses or appearance): 

This cake tastes delicious.
You seem pleased with yourself.

Some state verbs can have an ‘active’ meaning, for 
example think, have, look. We use them in the present 
continuous tense like other activity verbs: 

I think Tom’s very intelligent. (think here means believe 
and refers to a state)  

What are you thinking about? (think here means consider 
and refers to a mental activity)

She has two brothers. (has here means possesses and 
refers to a state)

I’ll call you later. We are just having dinner. (have here 
means eat and refers to an activity)

Your new haircut looks great! (look here means 
appearance and refers to a state) 

I’m looking for my mobile phone. (look here means search 
and refers to an activity)
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Vocabulary 
 Improve your concentration 

 1  Match the verbs 1–7 with the nouns a–g.  
   1  make  
 2  solve  
 3  ignore  
 4  improve  
 5  set  
 6  learn  
 7  make  

   2  Complete the sentences using the correct form 
of the expressions from exercise 1. 
 1  When I have to   make a decision     , I think
 about things before deciding what to do.   
 2  I like to ______________     myself
 ______________     – I think it’s important to
 know what you want to achieve.  
 3  I don’t understand this text at all, I just can’t
 ______________     of it.  
 4  When I revise for my exams I fi nd it hard to
 ______________   such as text messages 
 from friends.  
 5  If you have a logical brain, then you probably
 fi nd it easy to ______________       .  
 6  I fi nd it hard to pay attention in class. I need to 
  ______________      my ______________       . 
 7  I’m doing business studies because I think the
 course helps you to  ______________    .  

 3  Complete the sentences with the noun or verb 
form of the word in brackets. 
 1  We have to write a   description     (describe) 
 of a friend for English homework.  
 2  You can fi nd _________   (inform) about
 millions of diff erent topics on the internet.  
 3  I studied really hard last year and paid
  _________  (attend) in class. There was a big
  _________  (improve) in my marks.  
 4  I fi nd it hard to _________   (concentration)
 when I study, so I try not to have any
 _________ (distract) like music.  
 5  Jamie can _________   (persuasion) anyone
 to do anything, and he can _________  
 (organisation) anything!  
 6  That’s a really diffi  cult problem, I don’t know
 what the _________   (solve) is.  

 

Listening 
 4 a 2  L  isten to the radio programme about 

learning styles. Complete the descriptions with 
the correct learning styles below. 

 concrete thinkers abstract thinkers
active processors refl ective processors 

 1  ______________   make sense of an experience 
by thinking about it.  

 2   ______________  learn by doing things.  
 3   ______________  learn by observing and 

analysing things.  
 4   ______________  make sense of an experience 

by quickly using the new information.  

  b Which is your learning style?

5  2  Listen again and choose the correct 
answers.  
 1  Tina thinks instruction books are   
  a  easy to use and understand.  
  b  boring but useful.  
  c  not worth reading.  
 2  Alex read his instruction book because  
  a  he wanted to fi nd out how to store phone  

 numbers on his computer.  
  b  he thinks you learn more if you read the  

 instruction book.  
  c  he doesn’t like experimenting with things,  

 he prefers to follow instructions.  
 3  Vicky   
  a  usually enjoys reading instruction books   

 and  experimenting.  
  b  doesn’t like people telling her what to do.  
  c  has a friend who taught her how to use  

 her mobile.  
 4  Most people use   
  a  one main learning style.  
  b  at least three learning styles.  
  c  all four learning styles.  
 5  The presenter  
  a  is an active processor.  
  b  likes thinking about new experiences. 
  c  doesn’t like learning new things.  
 6  Dr Jones thinks that  
  a  not everyone is clever because some   

 people don’t learn very well.   
  b  everyone is clever, but people are clever in  

 diff erent ways.  
  c  everyone is intelligent, but people should  

 use a variety of learning styles.  

 

   a  distractions  
 b  a decision  
 c  one’s concentration 
 d  important skills  
 e  sense (of something) 
 f  problems  
g  goals
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Reading 
 6  Read the dictionary extracts, then look at the text 

title and pictures below. Answer the question, 
then read the text and check your answer.  
     The text is probably about   
 a  the most intelligent people in the world.  □ 
 b  how to develop your ability to think.  □ 
 c  why some people are good at games.  □   

 7  Read the text and match fi ve of the headings 
below to the correct paragraph A–E. There is 
one extra heading.  
 1  Learn something new 
 2  Try puzzles and games  
 3  Vary your routine   
 4  Keep a diary or use a notebook 
 5  Stop playing computer games  
 6  Eat the right food 

 8  Read the text again and tick ( ✓ ) true or 
cross ( ✗ ) false.  
 1  □	You must do all fi ve activities to develop 

 your brain power.   
 2  □		Games like chess help to improve your 

 ability to think and plan.   
 3  □	There are no computer games that can 

 help develop your brain.  
 4  □	When you change your routine the brain 

 gets better at making quick decisions.   
 5  □	Fish such as salmon are good for the brain  

 because they contain omega-3.   
 6  □	People who learn lots of new skills always 

 have a lot of friends.   

games, then challenge yourself with 
one of the brain-training computer 
games. Once you try them, you won’t 
want to stop!  
  
B ___ 

   We are creatures of habit and we 
often follow the same routine every 
day, so the brain becomes lazy. Try 
going to school by a different route 
one day a week, or using a different 
type of transport. Varying your routine 
challenges the brain and helps you to 
make quick decisions and solve 
problems.  

C ___ 

 

Certain types of food can help your 
brain stay healthy and work well. 
Proteins are great for the brain so eat 
plenty of cheese, meat,   sh and milk. 

Brain training             
 When you want to get � t, you go to 
the gym or do some exercise. But 
what about when you want to 
improve your concentration? Then 
you need to exercise your brain! 

Here are our top   ve activities to 
improve the way your brain works 
and help you develop better focus and 
concentration – try one and see!  
  
A ___   

 Do some crosswords or try sudoku. 
These types of puzzles stimulate the 
brain because you have to solve clues 
or use logic and reasoning to   nd the 
solutions. Practise your strategic 
thinking by playing games like chess, 
GO and Mancala – you’ll   nd you can 
plan better in other areas of your life, 
too. If you love playing computer 

SC
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 routine  n your usual way of doing things, 
especially when you do them in the same order 
at the same time every day

 strategic thinking thinking that is carefully 
planned in order to achieve something 

  expand  v to make something bigger   expand  to make something bigger 

  challenge  v to test someone’s skills or abilities  

 stimulate v to encourage something to develop 
and improve 

 routine n your usual way of doing things, 

and improve 

 vary  v to change something, to be di� erent in 

di� erent situations   

 brain power n your ability to think 
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The brain also needs carbohydrates 
and some fat, and these come from 
fruit, vegetables, grains and olive oil. 
Omega-3 is a fantastic food for the 
brain, you   nd it in   sh such as 
salmon and tuna. Remember, a 
balanced diet is essential for the brain.  

  D ___ 

   Start a new hobby, learn a language, 
take up a new sport … it doesn’t 
matter what you do. New activities 
stimulate the brain and expand the 
way the brain thinks. You can also 
learn important or useful skills and 
meet new friends.  
  
E ___ 

  

Clever people write down their 
ideas. They organise their thoughts 
and set goals for things they want 
to do. Writing things down tells 
your brain it is producing good 
ideas, so it produces more ideas 
and better ideas. This is a great 
way to improve your brain power.
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   Writing 
 A formal letter of application  

 

1  Read the letter and answer the questions. 
 1  Why is Katalin writing? 
   _________________________________________  
 2  Where does she live? Who does she live with? 
   _________________________________________    
 3  What are her interests? 
   _________________________________________    
 4  Why does she want to study at Nottingham 

School?
 _________________________________________ 

 1085 Budapest 
 Krepesi út, 92 
 Magyarország 

 6 May 2010  
 
The Head Teacher
Nottingham School 
 3 Stark Street 
 Nottingham 
N2 8DD 
 

Dear Mr Anderson,  
 
I am writing to apply to study English at Nottingham School. I would 
like to study on the three-week summer course, starting on 4 July. 
I enclose my photograph. 

 My full name is Katalin Nagy. I am seventeen years old and I live with 
my parents in Budapest in Hungary.  

 I am currently studying for my school-leaving exams. I love learning 
languages and I also enjoy visiting other countries. Last year I stayed 
in France on an exchange programme. As a result, my French 
conversation skills have greatly improved. In addition, I enjoy meeting 
people from different cultures. 
 
My ambition is to be a translator. I would like to study at Nottingham 
School because the course is recognised internationally and it has an 
excellent reputation.  
 
I look forward to hearing from you.  

 Yours sincerely, 
 

 Katalin Nagy
   
Katalin Nagy 

     2    Read the sentences and look at the  underlined  
words. Decide if the words indicate addition (A) 
or consequence (C).   Then fi nd and underline 
examples in the letter above. 
 1  I would like to apply to participate in

the music course and  also  live with an 
English family.   ___    

 2  During the year I am always busy with 
school.  As a result , I don’t have 
enough time to practise.  ___    

 3  I love reading and watching fi lms.
 In addition , I like doing sports.  ___     

A

1  Write your address 
and the  date    in the 
top right corner.

 
 2  Write the address of 

the person or 
organisation you are 
writing to on the left. 
Include the person’s 
job title/department 
if you know it. 

 
 3  Begin the letter  

Dear Sir/Madam   if 
you don’t know the 
name of the person 
you are writing to. If 
you know the name, 
begin  Dear  + name. 
Use  Mr  for men,  Mrs 
 for married women 
and  Ms  for women 
when you don’t 
know if they are 
married or not. 

 
 4  In paragraph 1, say 

why you are writing: 
   I am writing in 

connection with …
 I am writing about …    
  If appropriate, give 

dates. Say what 
you are enclosing 
with your letter, 
for example a 
photograph     or a CV.  

 5  In paragraph 2, 
describe yourself and 
your background  ; 
give information 
about your age, your 
family and where 
you live.      

    6  In paragraph 3,  
describe your 
studies and 
interests.  

 
 7  In paragraph 4,  

describe your 
ambitions   using 
phrases such as: 

    My dream is to … 
In the future I hope 
to …   

  Also give your 
reasons for applying: 

   I would like to do this 
course/study at this 
centre because it has 
a good reputation.   

  8  Say that you 
expect a reply: 

    I hope to hear from 
you soon. 
I look forward to 
your reply.   

 
 9  Close the letter with  

Yours faithfully  if 
you began it with 
 Dear Sir/Madam . 
If you used  Dear  + 
name, close the 
letter with  Yours 
sincerely .      

 
10  Sign the letter and 

then print your 
name or write it in 
CAPITAL LETTERS.  
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3  Complete the sentences with also, in addition or as a result. 
1  I practise the piano a lot.  As a result  , I play very well. 
2  I like travelling. I ______________ like meeting new people. 
3  It will be an opportunity to develop my music skills.
 ______________ , I will meet young musicians from all 
 over the world.  
4  I play the violin. I ______________ play the piano. 
5  This course means I can improve my music. 
 ______________ I can practise my English. 
6  If I play in an orchestra, I will get useful experience.
 ______________ it will be easier for me to get a place at 
 university to study music. 

4  Complete the strategies box with the words below. 

reason addresses ✓  information interests

5  Read the task and then write your letter of application. 
Use the ideas in exercises 2 and 3 and the strategies in 
exercise 4 to help you. Write 120–150 words. 

You want to take part in an international music course in 
England for a month. 
• Describe yourself and your background.
• Give information about your studies and interests. 
• Describe your ambitions. 
• Give at least two reasons why you want to go on  
 this course.

Speaking
Having a conversation 

6  Complete the conversations with 
the expressions from the box.

Nice to meet you  
I see you like Sorry? 
What do you mean? ✓   
Excuse me! That’s amazing!

1  A: Where are you staying? 
    B:   What do you mean?   
    A:  Where’s your accommodation?
2  A:  My name’s Helen.
    B:  ______________ , Helen.
3  A:  I love Coldplay’s music.
    B:  So do I! ______________ 
  I listen to them all the time!  
4  A:  ______________ 
    B:  Yes? Can I help you? 
5  A:  Where are you going? 
    B:  ______________ Can you
  repeat that?’ 
  A:  Yes … Where are you going?
6  A:  I’ve just bought some new CDs.
    B:  Can I look at them?
  ______________ the same
  music as me.

7  Put the conversation between 
Laura and Mark in the correct order. 
□ Mark:  No, the seat is free,  
  please sit down. I see  
  you like books, what are  
  you reading?
□ Laura: Sorry? What was that?
□	 Laura:  Excuse me! Is anyone  
  sitting here? 
□	 Laura:  Northern Lights … it’s  
  by Philip Pullman. 
□	 Mark:  Nice to meet you, Laura.  
  I’m Mark.   
□		Mark:  Seriously? He’s my  
  favourite writer! That’s  
  amazing. Have you read  
  The Amber Spyglass?
□ Mark:  The Amber Spyglass …  
  it’s another book by  
  Philip Pullman.
□		Laura:  No, I haven’t read it.  
  Anyway, my name’s  
  Laura. 

1

A formal letter of application
• Write the 1  addresses  and the date in the correct places. 

• Give your 2 _________ for writing in paragraph 1. 

• Describe yourself and your background, your studies, your  
 3 _________ and ambitions.

• Add 4 _________ with linking words such as In addition, also,  
 As a result. 

• Do not use contracted forms (I have NOT I’ve). 

• Organise your letter into clear paragraphs to make it easier  
 to understand. 

• Don’t forget to sign off correctly.

• Check the number of words and then check your grammar,  
 punctuation and spelling.
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*  easy to do

**  a bit harder

***  extra challenge66meeting up
 Vocabulary 
 Social relationships 

 1  Match 1–7 with a–g to make relationship 
phrases. 
     1  next-door  
 2  distant    
 3  great-  
 4  step-  
 5  team  
 6  family  
 7  ex-  

   2 Complete the text with the words from the box. 

   after colleague each fell friends fun 
get kept know  ✓  laugh out up 

 

This is a photo of my snowboarding friends. I got 
to  1    know   them at a snowboard camp and we 
have  2   _________  in touch through the internet. 
We meet from time to time. Alice goes  3   _________  
with Tim; you can see they adore   4   _________      
other. Last year they split  5   _________    , but only 
for a week. Kate and Alfi e are close    6   _________   . 
They have a good   7   _________   together. Kate 
doesn’t   8   _________   on with Ruby. I think they  
9   _________  out because Ruby made  
10   _________  of Alfi e. Mike is a bit older than the 
others; he’s Alfi e’s brother’s  11   _________  from 
work. He’s really nice; he looked  12   _________  me 
when I was ill at the camp.  

    a  brother  
 b  mate  
 c  cousin  
 d  pet  
 e  neighbour  
 f  boyfriend  
g  aunt

 Grammar  
 Present perfect with  for  and  since   

 3  *  Match questions 1–5 with answers a–e. 
 1  How long have you been friends with Julie?  
 2  How long did Laura go out with Adam? 
 3  How long have you had this watch? 
 4  How long did you play the piano? 
 5  How long have you lived in this house? 
 
a  Since my last birthday. It was a present. 
 b  For fi ve years, and then I stopped because I 

was too lazy to practise. 
 c  Since we were in primary school together. 
 d  For eight months. They split up after an 

argument. 
 e  For ten years. It was built when I was six. 

 4  *  Complete the sentences with  for  or  since . 
 1  Harry and Jane have known each other   for   

two months. 
 2  Jan has lived in Prague _________   he was born. 
 3  We had our dog Blackie _________ a long time. 
 4  I’ve been here _________ last week. 
 5  My parents have been married  _________  ages. 
 6  Luke travelled around the world _________ 

two years.  

 5   **  Put the words in the correct order to 
make sentences.  
 1  rabbit/years/had/three/a/ Kate/ pet/has/for 
  Kate   has had a pet rabbit for three years  .  
 2  long/known/Steve/you/have/ How  
  How __________________________________   ? 
 3  since/ I’ve /was/Budapest/lived/in/I/born 
  I’ve ____________________________________   . 
 4  Peggy/years/haven’t/ I /seen/fi ve/for 
  I ______________________________________   . 
 5  has/last/ Jack/ since/Luke/with/friends/been/ 

winter 
  Jack ___________________________________   . 
 6  recently /I /been/cinema/the/to/haven’t  
  I ______________________________________   . 
 7  week/hundred/ Mike /a/taken/photos/has/this 
  Mike  ___________________________________   . 
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 easy to do

 a bit harder

 extra challenge
6  ***  Complete the text with the correct form 

(present perfect or past simple) of the verbs
in brackets. 

 

 

 

My great-uncle Derek is a very interesting man. 
All his life he  1      has been   (be) interested in 
travelling and getting to know diff erent 
countries. As a young man, he  2   _____________  
(study) at the University of Edinburgh for fi ve 
years. Then he  3   _____________  (fi nd) a job in 
Barbados and he  4   _____________  (work) there 
for six years. In the last thirty years, he  
5   _____________  (live) in nine countries and 
 6   _____________  (learn) six languages. Since 
2005 he  7   _____________  (live) on a Greek island. 
He  8   _____________  (have) a yacht for about ten 
years and recently he  9   _____________  (sail) 
across the Atlantic. 

 Grammar plus: Time expressions for the 
recent past 

 7 ***  Complete the sentences with the correct 
form (present perfect or past simple) of the 
verbs in brackets.  
 1  We   haven’t been   (not/be) anywhere 

exciting lately. 
 2  He _____________ (leave) just a minute ago. 
 3  I _____________ (not/do) very much work in 

the last few days. 
 4  I  _____________  (talk) to my distant cousin 

not long ago. 
 5   _____________  (you/met) any interesting new 

people recently? 
 6  We _____________ (see) several good 

fi lms lately. 

 Grammar reference  
 Present perfect with  for  and  since  
 We use the present perfect   with  for  and  since    to talk 
about actions or situations which started in the past and 
continue into the present: 

  I’  ve known   Rachel since 1998 . (I still know her.)  
  Robert   has lived   here for fi ve years.  (He still lives here.) 

  for   and   since  

 • We use  since  with a  point  in time (when the 
 action started): 

  since 2005/Monday/last winter/her birthday/yesterday/
I was a child  

 • We use  for  with a  period  of time (the length of the  
 time the action has taken): 

  for twenty minutes/three months/thirty years/
most of my life/a long time/ages  

  Questions with   How long …?  

 • We can use  for  and  since  to answer the question 
  How long …? :    

‘How long have   you   had   this watch’? ‘  Since   my birthday.’  
  ‘  How long     have   you   worked   here?’  ‘  For   fi ve years.’  

 • We can also use  for  and questions with  How long?  in  
 the past simple to refer to actions or situations which  
 happened in the past and are now fi nished: 

  ‘  How long     were   they   married  ?’   ‘ They   were married     for   
twenty years.’  (they’re not married now  →  past simple) 

  ‘  How long have   they   been married  ? ’  ‘ They  ’ve     been 
married     for   twenty years’.  (they‘re still married  →  
present perfect) 

  Time expressions for the recent past  

 • We can use the present perfect with the following  
 time expressions which refer to the recent past:    
 lately, recently, in the last few days : 

  I haven’t seen her   recently  .  
  Have you seen any interesting fi lms   lately  ?  
  I’ve read 200 pages of this novel   in the last few days  .  

 • We use the past simple with other time expressions  
 which refer to the recent past:  not long ago,   
 a minute ago : 

  I visited Barcelona   not long ago  .  
  I saw them just   a minute ago  .       
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Vocabulary  
 Describing emotions 

 1   Underline  the correct words to complete the 
sentences. 
 1  I feel  depressed  /worried . Nothing seems to be 

going well for me. 
 2  I opened the door of my fl at and saw a thief 

inside. I’ve never been so  frightened/worried  in 
all my life! 

 3  We were all terribly  nervous/disappointed  
when they cancelled the concert. 

 4  Adam’s  annoyed/nervous  with his younger 
sister, because she’s been playing with the 
things on his desk. 

 5  You mustn’t feel  guilty/disappointed . You 
haven’t done anything wrong. 

 6  I’m  worried/jealous  about my brother. He looks 
very upset and I don’t know why. 

 2  Complete the extract from Lily’s diary with the 
words from the box. 

 bored embarrassed excited  ✓  guilty   
interested jealous nervous   
sympathetic upset 

 

  

Grammar 
 Present perfect continuous 

 3  *  Complete the sentences with the present 
perfect continuous form of the verbs from 
the box. 

 watch study  ✓  eat write 
swim repair 

 1  He ’s been studying    all night. 
 2  They  __________________  .  
 3  She __________________ her bike. 
 4  They __________________ a scary fi lm. 
 5  She __________________ Christmas cards. 
 6  He __________________ chocolates. 

 4  **   Underline  the correct form of the verbs to 
complete the sentences. 
 1  How many cakes have you  bought  /been buying ? 
 2  Sorry to be late!  Have you waited/been waiting  

long? 
 3  He’s  worked/been working  on this painting for 

a month. It’s almost ready. 
 4  I’m so sorry – I’ve  lost/been losing  your book. 
 5  My neighbour has  looked after/been looking 

after  her elderly mother for years. 
 6  Anne is sad today. She’s  fallen out/

been falling out  with Patrick. 
48

 4  

48484848

  Saturday  

 Sophie’s having a party on Saturday. I’m 
so  1 ________  . Will her cousin Oliver be 
there? He’s so handsome! Actually, I’m 
 2 _________  . Will he like me? 
  
Sunday  

 It was horrible. Oliver danced with me, 
but he just looked 3 _________ . I’m sure 
he thinks I’ve got nothing interesting to 
say. I was so  4 _________  I almost cried.  
  
Monday  

 I’ve talked to Lily. She was very  5
 

_________  and she said I mustn’t worry: 
perhaps he was just  6 _________  and 
didn’t know what to say.   

Tuesday  

 Got an email from Oliver! He wants me 
to go out with him! He says ‘we’re both  

7 

_________  in the same things’. 

  Wednesday  

 Adam is  8 _________  because I’m going 
out with Oliver. But I split up with Adam 
a long time ago. Why is he trying to 
make me feel  9 _________  now? 

  Thursday  

excited

MARCH

1

2

4

5

6

3
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5  **  Complete the sentences with the correct 
form (present perfect simple or present perfect 
continuous) of the verbs in brackets. 
1  I’m so tired. I’ve been revising  (revise) all day 
 and I  haven’t finished  (not/finish) yet.
2  He __________________ (travel) for many 
 years. He __________________ (visit) 
 about fifty countries.
3  Sam __________________ (cook) all 
 afternoon. He __________________ (prepare) 
 a wonderful dinner.
4  This is one of the best films I ____________
 ______ (ever/see). I __________________ (try) 
 to get it on DVD for ages, but I can’t find it.
5   I __________________ (find) my mobile! 
 I __________________ (look for) it 
 all morning!
6  Susan __________________ (text) me a lot 
 recently. She __________________ (send) me 
 about fifty texts this week!

6  ***  Complete the questions with the correct 
form (present perfect simple or present perfect 
continuous) of the verbs in brackets. 
1  Jessica is taking her driving test again 

tomorrow.
 a  How long  has she been learning     

 (learn) to drive?
 b  How many times  has she taken  (take)  

 the test so far?
2  Fred is a filmmaker.
 a  How long __________________ (make)  

 films?
 b  How many films __________________   

 (make)?
3  Greg works at a bank.
 a  How long __________________ (work)  

 there?
 b  How many other jobs __________________  

 (have)?
4  Ellen and David have decided to get married.
 a  How long __________________ (go out)  

 together?
 b  __________________ (buy) a flat yet?

Grammar reference
Present perfect continuous
Form

 
+	

I/You/We/They  have (’ve) been waiting.
  He/She/It  has (’s) been waiting. 

 
–

  I/You/We/They  have not (haven’t) been waiting.
  He/She/It  has not (hasn’t) been waiting.

 
?

 Have I/you/we/they  
been waiting?

  Has he/she/it    

	 	 Yes, I/you/we/they have.
 Short		 No, I/you/we/they haven’t.
 answers		 Yes, he/she/it has.
  No, he/she/it hasn’t.  

Wh- questions    
Why have you been waiting?
How long have you been waiting?

Use of present perfect continuous

• We use the present perfect continuous to talk about  
 actions which started in the past and continue up to now:

My brother has been studying chemistry since 2006. (he’s 
still studying chemistry) 

• We also use the present perfect continuous to talk  
 about activities from the recent past which have   
 results/consequences in the present:

I feel tired. I’ve been painting my bedroom all day. (that’s 
why I’m so tired)

Present perfect continuous and present perfect simple 

• We use the present perfect simple to focus on the result  
 of an activity (especially when answering the question  
 How much? or How many?). We use the present perfect  
 continuous to focus on the activity itself (especially  
 when answering the question How long?):

I’ve read three books about ancient Egypt. (focus on the 
result of activity, three books)
I’ve been reading about ancient Egypt. (focus on the 
activity itself, reading)  
They have played two matches. (How many? two matches)
They have been playing all morning. (How long? all morning)

•  We use the present perfect continuous to talk about a  
 repeated action over a period of time:

He’s been texting me recently. (repeated action over a 
period of time)
He’s texted me recently. (one completed action) 

Notice!
We use the present perfect continuous with activity  
verbs. With state verbs (e.g. know, have, understand,  
believe, like) we can only use the present perfect simple.

We have been dancing for hours. (dance is an activity verb)
I have always liked coffee. (like is a state verb)
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 Reading 
 1  Read the title of the article and the 

headings and choose the 
best answer. 
 1  The text is  
  a  a newspaper article about   

 being famous. 
  b a newspaper article about how   

 a couple met. 
  c  a newspaper article about   

 relationships. 

 2  Find the words or phrases in the 
text and choose the correct meaning.  
 1   announced   
  a  made an advertisement 
  b  asked about 
  c  told the public 
 2   deliriously happy  
  a  extremely happy 
  b  a little bit happy 
  c  not happy at all 
 3   propose  
  a to suggest a place to go out  
  b  to ask someone to marry you  
  c  to fi nish a relationship 
 4   opening night  
  a  the time of day when it   

 becomes dark 
  b  the last time you can see a   

 play/show  
  c  the fi rst performance of a   

 play/show  
 5   accepted   
  a  said ‘yes’ to a proposal 
  b  said ‘no’ to a proposal 
  c  said ‘maybe’ to a proposal  
 6   couple  
  a  one person 
  b  two people  
  c  three people  

 3  Read the text and tick ( ✓ ) true or 
cross (✗) false.  
 1  □ Jeremy works in fi nance.     
 2  □ Jeremy is more or less the   

 same age as Connie.   
 3  □ Connie and Jeremy did not   

 sit next to each other at   
 the train station.  

 4  □ At fi rst Connie was pleased   
 that Jeremy was interested   
 in her.     

 5  □ When Connie fi rst looked at   
 Jeremy she thought he was   
 very attractive.  

 4  Read the text again and choose the correct answers.  
 1  It wasn’t easy for Jeremy to fi nd Connie because    
  a  she wouldn’t give him her phone number or email address.  
  b she didn’t want him to know she was a  famous singer.  
  c  he forgot what she looked like so he didn’t recognise her.  
  d  he didn’t know how to contact her in the beginning. 
 2  Connie   
  a  was already famous when she appeared on a TV   

 talent show.  
  b  became famous in Britain after she was on the TV show. 
  c  is famous all over the world as a result of being on the    

 TV show. 
  d  isn’t very famous now, although she was on a TV   

 talent show.  
 3  When Jeremy asked Connie to marry him   
  a  she was on stage singing in a show.  
  b  he didn’t give her an engagement ring.  
  c  he was very romantic. 
  d  she didn’t accept at fi rst.  
 4  The couple   
  a  already know which date they are going to get married on.   
  b  have yet to decide the exact day for the wedding next year.  
  c  think they may get married in the next  few years. 
  d  are defi nitely going to get married this year.  

Connie in The Sound of Music.
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“That’s all I need, some guy trying to chat me up.” 
We had a bit of  a conversation but at fi rst I didn’t 
even look at him. Then … I turned round – and there 
was this gorgeous man!’   
  Connie said later: ‘I am  deliriously happy  – I knew 
Jeremy was Mr Right from the moment I saw him.’ 
  They chatted for a while, then left on different 
trains – without exchanging phone numbers or email 
addresses. 

 Detective work
 
Millions of  people in Britain saw Connie win the    
TV talent show  How Do You Solve A Problem Like 
Maria?  She became famous all over the country after 
the show – but   Jeremy had no idea who she was, or 
how to contact her. Then he remembered something 
she said during their conversation at the station. 
Connie mentioned that she was singing    in a show    
in London’s West End. So Jeremy asked a friend   
who works in show business to help him fi nd her. 
Jeremy got in contact with Connie and they                         
arranged to meet.  
  On their fi rst date, Jeremy gave Connie a special 
present: a toy train, to remind her of  their meeting 
at the station. The  couple  have been together                 
since then.  
 

A happy ending
 
 After going out together for almost a year, Jeremy 
decided to  propose . He asked Connie to marry           
him after the  opening night  of   The   Sound of  Music  
in Cardiff. He got down on his knees and gave her               
a diamond ring in true romantic style! He was               
delighted when she  accepted . The couple plan to 
marry some time next year.
   

 *  The West End is an area of  London where there are lots of   
 theatres with shows, similar to Broadway in New York.   
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LOVE 
TRAIN?
 
  Sound of Music  star Connie Fisher tells 
how she got to know her true love  

Connie Fisher, 25, has just  announced  her 
engagement to Jeremy Reed, 40, an 
international banker from Barry, South Wales.  

 Love at fi rst sight 
 Connie and Jeremy fi rst met on a crowded station 
platform in Wales, last July. Connie was on the phone 
to her mum when she realised the man sitting next 
to her was interested in her. At fi rst she was annoyed 
because she was feeling ill that day with a sore throat 
and headache. Connie explains: ‘I had the  feeling 
he was going to start talking to me and I thought: 

Connie and Jeremy
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exam trainer 3
 Reading 
 Sentence completion 

 1  In each pair, complete the second sentence 
with one or two words so that the meaning 
stays the same as the 
 rst. 
 1  a  What Jack enjoys about his work is being his 
  own boss. 
  b  Jack likes his job because he’s his own
  _________ . 
 2  a  My interest in travelling began in my
  childhood. 
  b  I � rst became interested in travelling as a            
  _________  . 
 3  a  Van Gogh’s art became popular after his death. 
  b  Before he  _________  , Van Gogh’s art was
  not popular. 
 4  a  We were travelling from San Diego to 
  Las Vegas that day. 
  b  Our destination on that day was  _________  . 

  
 Sometimes the word you need for the gap 
is used in the text, but the sentence is built 
di� erently. Sometimes you need a di� erent 
part of speech, or a di� erent word to express 
the same idea. 

 2  Read the 
 rst paragraph of a story about Charlie 
and Eva. Complete sentences 1–3 with one or two 
words, according to the information in the story. 

  

 

1  Charlie and Eva did a lot of things _________   . 
 2  They travelled around the Mediterranean by 
  _________  . 
 3  Charlie and Eva could always � nd a topic to 
 _________   about.  

 

3  Read the rest of the story and complete 
sentences 1–8 with one or two words, 
according to the information in the story. 

 1  Some friends thought Eva and Charlie had an 
 _________ about politics. 
 2  At the time they split up, Charlie and Eva were
 planning to travel to _________ . 
 3  Charlie spent  _________  in South America. 
 4  Iguazu Falls are in a  _________  . 
 5  Charlie returned in _________   . 
 6  Charlie was upset when he saw the _________   . 
 7  Eva had a problem because no-one had 
 remembered to bring the _________   . 
 8  Eva was busy because her sister was getting
 _________ . 

  

   Return from Iguazu Falls 

Charlie and Eva adored each other, everyone knew that. 
They read the same books and watched the same fi lms. 

They cooked, danced, and travelled together. One summer                           
they cycled around the Mediterranean. Sometimes one of them 
travelled alone and then came back to tell the other the stories 
of their adventures. They always had something to talk about. 

Exam TIP

 No-one understood why they fell out. Did they argue about 
politics? Or about the route of the bike trip across North 
Africa they were planning? One thing was clear: Charlie and 
Eva were no longer together. 

 No-one knew much about their feelings, either. Eva 
concentrated on her studies, and Charlie took his bike and 
fl ew to Argentina. He cycled around South America for fi ve 
months. He saw mountains, deserts and tropical forests. He 
saw Iguazu Falls, a huge, roaring curtain of water surrounded 
by green jungle. 

 He came back one Saturday morning in September. As he 
cycled home, he realised he just  had  to tell Eva about his trip. 
Even though he was so tired from the journey, he simply 
couldn’t stop himself. He turned into the street where she 
lived and nearly fell off his bike. 

 There was a large car in front of Eva’s house, a car decorated 
with fl owers, white ribbons and balloons. Charlie knew that 
car. It belonged to Jeremy, a guy he couldn’t stand. 

 ‘No,’ said Charlie to himself, ‘please, no.’  
At that moment the door opened and Eva rushed out, wearing 
a white dress, her long hair blowing in the wind, as beautiful 
as the Iguazu Falls. She saw Charlie and a smile lit up her face. 

 ‘Charlie! Thank God you’re here! What a mess! No-one’s 
remembered to pick up the wedding cake from the                           
restaurant. Will you come with me and help me? I’d no idea 
what a nightmare organising a wedding is.’  
Charlie stood there, unable to say a word. 

 ‘Why are you staring like that, Charlie? My sister Julia’s 
marrying that idiot Jeremy. Can you believe it? Oh, it’s so 
good to see you. It’s been such a long time.’ 

 And two arms in white silk closed around Charlie’s dirty neck. 
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exam trainer 3  Listening 
 Multiple choice 

 4    10   Listen to the introduction to a programme 
about travelling to school and choose the best 
answer, a, b, c or d. 
 The government wants to encourage children 
to travel to school on foot, by bike or by public 
transport rather than by car because  
 a  □ it’s good for their health.  
 b  □  it helps the environment and the tra�  c.  
 c  □  more than eight million children travel to  

 school by car.  
 d  □  the number of trips to school has   

 increased.   

 5    10   Match the following explanations 1–4 to 
options a–d in exercise 4. Listen again if you 
need to. 
 1  The answer is  wrong  because the speaker 

makes a similar statement about journeys  by 
car  only.  

 2  The answer is  wrong  because the number 
refers to  all  the children who travel to school.  

 3  The answer is  wrong  because this is only true 
about two of the solutions and not about all 
three.  

 4  The answer is  correct  because this is true about 
all three ways of getting to school. 

    
 The wrong answers often appear similar to 
something in the recording, and may use the 
same words, but they are not the same. Listen 
out for the di� erence in meaning. 

 6    11   Read the questions. Listen to the rest of 
the programme. Choose the correct answers 
a, b, c or d. 
 1  Walking is 
  a  always the best alternative to car transport. 
  b  the only healthy way of travelling to school. 
  c  made safer thanks to special lessons. 
  d  recommended when there is no bus. 
 2  On a walking bus children 
  a  follow a di� erent route every day. 
  b  are looked after by older children. 
  c  have the opportunity to talk to each other. 
  d  don’t carry their books. 
 3  To make cycling more attractive, schools can 
  a  create cycle lanes. 
  b  introduce low-speed zones. 
  c  close their car parks. 
  d  give students a safe place to leave their bikes. 

 Use of English 
 Gap 
 ll 

 7  Complete the sentences with the words from 
the box. 

 after get ✓ jam pass pick out
  transport 

 1  It’s di�  cult to  get   around  this city without a car.
  2   Public _________    in my town has improved a 

lot in the last � ve years. 
 3  Mum, can you  _________    me up  after school? 

I don’t want to walk in this rain! 
 4  I’ve got a free  bus _________ to go to and 

from school. 
 5  We  fell  _________with our neighbours 

because our dogs can’t stand each other. 
   6  There’s a terrible  tra�  c _________  . 
 7  When I was little, my grandma often  looked    

_________  me. 

 8  Which sentences in exercise 7 contain: 
 • a multiword verb? ___ ___ ___    
 • a compound noun? ___ ___ ___    

 9 Complete the text with one word in each gap. 

  
 The missing word in a gap-� ll task may be one 
part of a multiword verb or of a compound noun. 
Looking at the words before and after the gap 
will help you. 

  

Exam TIP

Exam TIP

  I’m always surprised when parents pick  1   up  my 
sixteen-year-old classmates after school. I’ve  
 2  _________  travelling around the city since I was 
six! At � rst I travelled to school with my older 
sister and it was her job to  3  _________ after me. 
We had fun on the bus. If there was a  4  _________ 
jam, we counted all the cars that were red. We 
sometimes fell   5  _________  and then we would sit 
on the bus and not say a word. We switched  
 6  _________    our mp3 players and listened to music. 
We made this journey together  7  _________ three
years, and then my sister went to a di� erent school. 
By that time I knew where to  8  _________ on and 
o�  the bus. When I was twelve, I had no di�  culty 
getting  9  _________ the city.  10  _________ I ever 
have children, I’ll teach them to use  11  _________ 
 transport when they’re quite young.   
  

1
2
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*  easy to do

**  a bit harder

***  extra challenge

Grammar 
 Reported speech 

 3  *  Complete the second sentence with the 
correct pronouns.  
 1  ‘I don’t want to upset my mother,’ said Sylvia. 
  Sylvia said   she   didn’t want to upset   her 

 mother. 
 2  George said, ‘I’m going to visit my friends on 

Saturday.’ 
  George said _____ was going to visit _____    

friends on Saturday. 
 3  John and Claire said, ‘We took our children to 

the zoo.’ 
  John and Claire said _____’d taken  _____   

children to the zoo. 
 4 ‘I talked to your sister about the trip,’ Sam 

told me. 
  Sam said  _____ ’d talked to  _____  sister about 

the trip. 
 5  I told Joe, ‘I discussed the trip with your cousin.’ 
  I told Joe _____’d discussed the trip with _____    

cousin. 

 4  **  Read Mike’s holiday blog, then complete 
what Bob said in direct speech.  

  
  

 1    ‘I’m cycling across Europe.’   
 2  ‘I  _______________________  Brussels.’ 
 3  ‘Before that, I _______________________                  
 from Aberdeen.’ 
 4 ‘I  _______________________  cars or buses.’ 
 5  ‘I  _______________________  Sicily.’ 
 6  ‘When the holiday  ____________  over, my bike 
 and I ____________ home by train.’ 

This is a photo of Bob, a 
Scottish guy I met in France last 
summer. He told me (1) he was 
cycling across Europe. He said 
(2) he’d just come from Brussels, 
and (3) before that he’d cycled 
all the way from Aberdeen. He 
explained (4) he didn’t like cars 
or buses. He told me (5) he was 
going to Sicily, and (6) when the 
holiday was over, he and his 
bike would return home by train.

The Blog Site

1010in the news
 Vocabulary 
 Newspapers 

  1  Rearrange the letters to make words or phrases 
found in newspapers. The fi rst and last letters 
are in the correct position.  
 a   anesirevdemt ___________________    
 b   cotoran  ___________________       
 c   fl im riveew  ___________________       
 d   gisosp cumoln  ___________________       
 e   hamun itresnet sroty ___________________       
 f   hprosocoe  ___________________      
 g   lteter  to the  etodir ___________________     
 h   nwes  alirtce  ___________________     
 i   sprots nwes ___________________    

 2  What kinds of texts are the following? Match 
texts 1–7 with seven of the words a–i from 
exercise 1.  

 
  
  
   

     
      

 

  advertisement  

Who Is Miss World’s 
Mysterious New Boyfriend?

Homeless teen becomes a top student

Sir, 
I was shocked to read your article 
on the proposed changes to our 
education system.

d1 □

6 □

7 □

3 □

  
2 □ Barack Obama meets with 

G20 leaders in Pittsburgh

4 □

5 □

LIVERPOOL SIGN UP NEW GOALKEEPER

You’ve got to ask yourself how this 
banal romantic comedy got to win 
three Academy Awards. The plot is 
predictable, the acting weak and

�     Aquarius 
(20 January – 18 February)
Allow your feelings to guide you this week. 
The Moon infl uences your ruling planet
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 easy to do

 a bit harder

 extra challenge
 5  **  Read what Bob said when he phoned Mike 

on his return, and complete Mike’s blog using 
reported speech.  

 6  **   When Bob was setting off  on his next 
trip, his mother asked him to remember a few 
important things. Rewrite what she said in 
reported speech.  
 1  ‘Clean your teeth regularly!’ 
  She told   him to clean his teeth regularly .  
 2  ‘Wash your socks every day.’ 
  She told _______________________________   . 
 3  ‘Keep your passport in a safe place!’ 
  She told  _______________________________  . 
 4  ‘Please text me every day.’ 
  She asked  ______________________________  . 
 5  ‘Please send a postcard to your grandma.’ 
  She asked  ______________________________  . 

 Grammar plus: Time expressions in
reported speech 

 7  ***  Complete the sentences to report what 
the people said. Make all the necessary 
changes and remember to change the time 
expressions in bold.  
 1  ‘School fi nishes  today .’ 
  He said   school fi nished that day   . 
 2  ‘We’re going to Spain  tomorrow .’ 
  They said _______________________________ . 
 3  ‘We packed all our luggage  yesterday .’ 
  They said _______________________________ . 
 4  ‘We’ll be back  next month .’ 
  They said _______________________________ . 
  5    ‘We travelled all around South America  last year .’ 
  They said _______________________________ . 
6    ‘I haven’t got a full-time job  now .’ 
  He said _________________________________ . 

 Grammar reference 
 Reported speech 
 When we tell others what someone has said, we can 
quote their words directly (direct speech) or report them 
indirectly (reported speech) .

 • In direct speech, we give the person’s exact words:  

  ‘The fi lm was very interesting.’   →   She said ‘The fi lm was very 
interesting.’         

 • In reported speech, we explain what the person said  
 without giving their exact words. We normally make  
 changes to verb tenses, pronouns and time and place  
 expressions: 

  Form  

          Pronouns  

  ‘  I   don’t need   your   help,   I   can open the tin   myself  .’   →   He told 
me (that)   he   didn’t need   my   help and that   he   could open 
the tin   himself  .    
  ‘  I   know   you   haven’t baked the cake   yourself  .’   →   My girlfriend 
said (that)   she   knew   I   hadn’t baked the cake   myself  .   

  Time and place expressions   

  now   →   at that time/then     today   →    that day  
  tomorrow   →   the next day/the following day  
  in three days’ time   →   three days later  
  next week   →   the following week  
  yesterday   →   the day before/the previous day  
  four hours ago   →   four hours earlier/four hours before  
  last week   →   the week before/the previous week  
  here   →   there     this   →   that, the  

  ‘I left it   here yesterday  .’   →   He told me (that) he had left it 
  there the day before/the previous day.  

  Reported orders   

 When we report a request or command, we often use the 
structure:  ask/tell/order someone to/not to  + infi nitive: 

  ‘Listen carefully to the instructions.’   →   The teacher   asked us 
to listen   carefully to the instructions.  

     

Direct speech Reported speech 

  Present simple Past simple    
      ‘I   don’t like   football.’     Dave said (that) he   didn’t like   football.  

Present continuous Past continuous                      
 ‘I   am going   to the   Dave said (that) he   was going   to the  
cinema.’  cinema.

  Present perfect Past perfect                                 
‘Tom   has failed   his  Dave said (that) Tom had failed his
driving test.’   driving test.

Past simple   Past perfect                                  
 ‘My sister  didn’t tell   Dave said (that) his sister  hadn’t told 
me the truth.’      him the truth.  

  will    would                                                       
   ‘I hope it   won’t    Dave said (that) he hoped it wouldn’t
happen again.’       happen   again.  

Got a phone call from Bob, the Scottish cyclist, today. He 
told me the rest of his trip  1  ___________   wonderful. He said 
 2  _________ as far as Sicily in the end; he  3  _________   in 
southern Italy. He added  he 4  _________ an article about his 
trip and he  5  _________ it. Finally, he told me some day that 
he  6  _________ India.

The Blog Site

had been

The Blog Site

  The rest of the trip was 
wonderful. I didn’t get as far as Sicily in the 

end; I stayed in southern Italy. I’m writing an 
article about my trip. I’ve almost � nished it. 

Some day I’ll cycle to India!   
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Vocabulary 
 Celebrities and the media 

 1  Match 1–5 with a–e to make collocations.    
 1  print  
 2  behave  
 3  be under  
 4 desperate for  
 5 have  

 2  Read the news item. Then match the 
beginnings 1–7 with the endings of the 
comments a–g below. 

    

   a  pressure  
 b  attention  
 c  an infl uence on  
 d  lies 
 e  badly 

 Grammar 
 Reported questions 

 3  *  Complete the reported questions by putting 
the words in brackets in the correct order.  
 1  ‘Do you live in Manchester?’ 
  He wanted to know if     I lived in 
  Manchester   (Manchester/I/in/lived). 
 2  ‘Did you see Tom earlier?’ 
  Mary asked if  ____________________________  
 __________________ (seen/I/had/Tom) earlier. 
 3  ‘What are you thinking about?’ 
  She wanted to know what  _________________                 
 ____________________ (about/thinking/I/was). 
 4  ‘What are you going to do on Sunday?’ 
  Daniel asked what  ________________________                 
 __________ (going/were/to/we/do) on Sunday. 
 5  ‘Why have all the guests left?’ 
  Kate wondered why ______________________                  
 __________________ (the/left/all/had/guests). 
 6  ‘Where is the Royal Palace?’ 
  The tourist asked  _________________________  
 ______________ (was/where/the/Palace/Royal) 

 4  **  Rachel applied for a job with a newspaper. 
After the interview, she told her friend about 
the questions she was asked. Complete what 
Rachel said in reported speech.  
 1  ‘Have you worked in the media before?’ 
  She asked (me)   if I’d worked in the
  media before   .  
 2  ‘Have you done much writing?’ 
  She asked  _______________________________            
 ______________________________________  . 
 3  ‘What sort of texts have you written?’ 
  She wanted to know  _______________________            
 ______________________________________  .                
   4  ‘What languages do you speak?’ 
 She asked _______________________________            
   ______________________________________  .                
   5  ‘Where did you learn Spanish?’ 
 She wanted to know _______________________            
   ______________________________________  .   
6  ‘Are you available seven days a week?’ 
 She wanted to know _______________________            
   ______________________________________  .  
 7  ‘Will it be a problem for you to have your 

mobile on all the time?’ 
 She asked _______________________________            
   ______________________________________  .  

REAL LIFE NEWS
Home UK World Business Technology Science Sport Entertainment
Headlines  |  Olympic Games  |  Football  |  Cricket  |  Rugby Union  |  Rubgy League  |  Snooke  

Footballer Johnny Thomas, arrested in October 
after he’d attacked a man in a nightclub, was 
sentenced to two months in prison yesterday. 
This means he will miss the UEFA European 
Football Championships. 

 1 A very good decision!  
 2  I don’t believe Johnny did that.  
 3  He’s always been desperate for attention, hasn’t he? 
 4  Why don’t the media leave him alone?  
 5  I’m sorry for him. I think the punishment is too hard.  
 6  I don’t worry about Mr Thomas. What worries me   

is the effect of his behaviour on others. 
 7  I don’t believe young people are infl uenced by 

anyone’s example. 
 
a  He should have the right to some privacy! 
 b  He behaved badly and he got what he deserved.  
 c  He’s probably been under a lot of pressure recently   

because of the championships and that’s why he   
did it. 

 d  Newspapers are always printing lies about him. 
 e  They’re much too self-centred for that. 
 f  Think about the infl uence his example may have   

young people. 
g Well, now he’s certainly got all the publicity    

he wants. 
 
 

FOOTBALL NEWS
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5  **  Rachel also asked the interviewer some questions. 
Below is what she later said to her friend. Write the 
questions she asked in direct speech. 
1  I asked if I’d get some sort of training.
  Will I get some sort of  training?
2  I asked how much I’d earn.
 How much ________________________________________ ?
3  I asked if she’d read my article on student rights.
 __________________________________________________ ?
4  I asked how many days of holidays their employees got 

per year.
 How many days of holidays __________________________ ?
5  I asked if they had a staff canteen.
 __________________________________________________ ?

6  ***  Complete the reported questions, making all the 
necessary changes. 
1  Do you live here?
 I asked the girl  if she lived there  .
2  Where were you yesterday?
 The teacher asked me ________________________________ .
3  What are you working on now?
 The interviewer asked the artist _______________________ .
4  What are we going to do tomorrow?
 My girlfriend wondered ______________________________ .
5  Where did you live six months ago?
 The policeman asked the man ________________________ .
6  Have you seen this article?
 My friend asked me __________________________________ .
7  Where do you think you’ll be in five years’ time?
 Charlie asked Mike __________________________________ .

Grammar  
reference
Reported questions
Word order in reported questions

•  When we report questions, we use the   
 same word order as in reported    
 statements (the subject comes before  
 the verb).

•  We change the same elements as in   
 reported statements (verb tenses,   
 pronouns, time and place expressions).  

•  When we report questions, we often use  
 ask, wonder, want to know:

‘Are you going home?’ (direct question) 
He asked if I was going home. (reported 
question – the subject comes before the 
verb)
‘Do you like flowers?’ (direct question)
He wanted to know if I liked flowers. 
(reported question – no auxiliary verb do) 

Reporting yes/no questions

•  When we report yes/no questions, we   
 use if or whether: 

‘Do you want to take a rest?’ → He asked 
if/whether I wanted to take a rest.
‘Did you have a good time at the party?’ → 
Pete wanted to know if/whether we had had 
a good time at the party. 

Reporting wh- questions

•  When we report wh- questions, we use   
 ask + the same question word (what,   
 who, how, where, when, etc.) as in the   
 original question:

‘Why have you come so late?’ → He asked me 
why I had come so late.
‘When will I see them again?’ → She 
wondered when she would see them again.
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 Vocabulary 
 Crime 

 1  Complete the text with the best words, a, b or c in each gap. 

 1  a commit ✓ b do    c  make    
 2  a steal    b break into c  go to 
 3  a catch   b  damage   c  steal  
 4 a call    b  fi ne    c  prosecutor   
 5  a fi ne    b  time    c  sentence 
 6  a stay    b  go to    c  have  
 7  a go    b  make   c  get    
 8  a pay    b  pay for    c  pay back 
 9  a take    b  study    c  learn 

 10 a hack    b  break    c  play     

 2  Complete the text with the correct form of the words 
in brackets.  

    

 

 

 The police will explain the reason for your  
1    arrest   (arrest) and charge you with a  
2   _________  (criminal).  

  You should contact a  3   _________  (law) as 
soon as possible and talk to him or her about 
your case.  You need a  4   _________  (defend) 
lawyer to defend you.  

  When the case goes to court, the  
5   _________    (prosecute) will explain the 
case against you.  

 The judge will decide your  6   _________  
(punish) – it might simply be a  7   _________  
(fi ne) or it might be more serious.

86

1010
Reading 
 3  Read the dictionary extracts 

below. Then look at the photo and 
the paragraph headings. What do 
you think the text will be about? 

 

4  Read the text and choose the best 
summary.  
 1  The text is about how to take 

photographs of famous people. 
 2  The text explains why famous 

people don’t like paparazzi 
photographers.  

 3  The text is about why ordinary 
people like looking at photos of 
famous people. 

      5  Read the text and choose the 
correct answers.  
 1  According to the text, one of 

the diffi  cult things about being 
famous is   

  a you are always stressed about   
 something.  

  b  you get bad publicity all the   
 time from the media.  

  c  your life is no longer private.  
  d  there is a lot of pressure to tell   

 people about your life.  
 2  There are more paparazzi now 

because   
  a  most photographers think it is   

 a very glamorous job.  
  b  there are more magazines 

 and newspapers that want   
 their photos.  

  c  all magazines want to publish   
 their photos these days.   

  d    more celebrities behave badly   
 now than before.  

 

 What 
happens 
if I am 
arrested? 

 
 

 demand n wanted by a lot of people 

  a� ect v to change or infl uence something
   

publicity n attention in the media  
   

 harass  v to behave in an unpleasant or 
threatening way towards someone

pose [for a picture] v to sit or stand so 

that someone can take a photo of you   

   Welcome to the online police forum

What should we do about crime?  

Every year the number of people who  1    a     crimes 
increases. If thieves  2   ___    your house or they  3   ___    a lot 
of money, how should they be punished? Should they 
pay a  4   ___    or get a prison  5   ___      ? Most people agree 
criminals should  6   ___    prison for serious crimes, but 
what about less serious crimes? What should we do? 
For example, some teenage boys  7   ___    out of control 
and do some damage to a school or other building. 
Should they  8   ___    the damage with their own money? 
Will they  9   ___    their lesson from this? And what about 
people who  10   ___    into computers? What do  you  think?
Write and tell us!
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3  Lisa Michaels  
  a  doesn’t often read about her   

 favourite celebrities.  
  b  is a teenager who is famous for  

 taking photos of stars.  
  c  doesn’t understand why   

 magazinesabout stars are so   
 popular.  

  d  thinks celebrities should   
 expect to be photographed.  

 4  According to Norman Newman,   
  a  readers expect newspapers to   

 have stories about celebrity   
 scandals.  

  b  people only want to know   
 about the bad behaviour of   
 celebrities.  

  c  everyone knows what stars   
 look like without make-up.  

  d  people don’t want posed   
 photos at all nowadays.  

 5  Robert Pattinson wants to avoid 
the paparazzi because 

  a  he has just been in prison.  
  b  they take photos of his friends.  
  c  he can’t keep in touch with 

 his fans.  
  d  they have threatened his   

 security guard.  
 6  ___ went to court because 

paparazzi photographers chased 
him/her and caused a car crash.  

  a  Sienna Miller 
  b  Lily Allen 
  c  Amy Winehouse 
  d Mark Thomson 

6  Read the text and answer the 
questions with up to three words. 
 1  According to the media, what 

kind of stories do people 
enjoy reading?  

 _____________________________    
 2  Which internet sites for blogs and 

posts are mentioned?  
        _____________________________             
 3  What do celebrities complain 

they can’t do because of the 
paparazzi?  

        _____________________________             
 4  Who is Robert Pattinson?  
        _____________________________             
 5  Is Lily Allen happy about the 

result of her court case?  
     _____________________________ 

 Being famous has disadvantages. 
Stars lose their privacy and are 
affected by negative publicity – 
and this is very stressful. The 
growing number of magazines 
and newspapers that publish 
stories about the private lives of 
celebrities means there are more 
paparazzi* now. 

Celebrities accuse the media of 
harassing them and spreading 
gossip. The media say everyone 
loves human interest stories. 
Appearing in the press, they say, 
is the price of fame.  

 ‘We want to see photos’ 

 ‘Famous people know they will be 
photographed; it’s part of being a 
celebrity,’ says teenager Lisa 
Michaels. 

‘Everyone wants to read about their 
favourite celebrities and see photos 
of them. That’s why magazines and 
newspapers that publish them are 
so popular.’  
Previously, people were happy to see 
posed photographs of the stars. 
However, today we have reality TV 
and the internet. People write about 
their private lives in blogs and posts 
on Facebook, MySpace or Twitter. 
What is ‘public’ and what is ‘private’ 
is no longer so clear. ‘Nowadays,’ 
says sociologist Norman Newman, 
‘we want to know what the stars 
look like without make-up, or when 
they are behaving badly. People 

expect to read about scandals, not 
just read news articles – and they 
want to see the photos.’
 
 ‘It’s a nightmare’  

 However, many celebrities complain 
that because of the paparazzi they 
can never relax. For some people, it 
can get so bad it affects their health 
and quality of life. Actor Robert 
Pattinson, star of the  Twilight  fi lms, 
worries about his security. ‘It’s a 
nightmare,’ he says. ‘I haven’t been 
able to meet friends because I know 
photographers will be waiting. I 
can’t even talk to my fans because 
the photographers follow me 
everywhere.’ He feels he has become 
a ‘prisoner’ of the paparazzi.    
Now, more and more celebrities are 
protecting themselves against the 
paparazzi. Recently actress Sienna 
Miller and singers Amy Winehouse 
and Lily Allen won court cases to 
stop press agencies from sending 
paparazzi to photograph them. Lily 
Allen was in a car accident after she 
was chased by a photographer. 
Allen’s lawyer, Mark Thomson, said: 
My client has been harassed over 
the last few months by the 
paparazzi. The court has forbidden 
paparazzi photographers to take 
photos. She is delighted.’ 

 * The paparazzi are photographers who take   
 photos of celebrities when they do not expect   
 to be photographed – for example, when they   
 go shopping, walk through the city, eat at a   
 restaurant or go on holiday. 

The price of fame?

87
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exam trainer 5
 Reading 
 Gapped text 

 1  Read the text. Look at the  underlined  words 
and answer the questions. 

 

 

 1  Who is ‘She’? _________               
 2 ‘After a few hours’ means a few hours after she
 _________               
 3  What is ‘It’? _________               
 4  Alice decided to phone for help because
 _________               

 2  Read the � rst part of a newspaper article about 
a crash landing. Three sentences have been 
taken out of the text. Match the sentences a–c 
below to gaps 1–3. The  underlined  words will 
help you. 

     a   He  prepared to land on the Hudson River, 
between Manhattan and New Jersey. 

 b   A few minutes later , two Canada geese – large 
water birds – hit both of  its  engines, causing 
them to fail immediately. 

 c   But  accidents which seriously damage the 
aircraft are unusual, and a ‘double strike’ like 
this is incredibly rare.  

 The following kinds of words show you the 
connections in the text and can help you match 
sentences to gaps: 
 • pronouns, e.g.  he ,  his ,  they ,  them  
•  time expressions, e.g.  after   that ,  a few   
 minutes later  
•  linking words, e.g.  but ,  so ,  because  

 
3  Read the rest of the article. Four sentences 

have been taken out of the text. Match the 
sentences a–e below to gaps 1–4. There is one 
extra sentence. 

  

 

a  He walked its whole length twice, waist-deep in 
water, to check no-one had been left on board. 

 b  They calmly helped all the passengers to get 
out of the sinking aircraft. 

 c  At that moment she saw the engine blow up. 
 d  Captain Sullenberger said only, ‘This is what 

we are trained to do.’ 
 e  He or she must then make sure the landing is 

very � at, so the plane doesn’t dive into water 
or roll over. 

 Alice decided to visit her boyfriend in Scotland at 
the weekend.  She  left home on Saturday morning, 
got into her car and set o� .  After a few hours  the car 
suddenly stopped on the motorway.  It    had run out 
of fuel. There was no petrol station nearby,  so  Alice 
decided to phone for help. 

Exam TIP

‘After a few hours’ means a few hours after she

Read the � rst part of a newspaper article about 

  To land safely on water, a pilot must fi rst reduce speed as much as possible, so that the plane doesn’t break into pieces the moment it touches the water.  1  ___ All of this is very diffi cult to do without engines. New Yorkers working in nearby offi ce buildings watched the Airbus land smoothly on the river, ‘like on a runway’. 
  The plane immediately started fi lling with ice-cold water, but the crew kept the situation under                        control.  2  ___           
  ‘They did a wonderful job,’ said another                      passenger. 
  Rescue teams arrived within minutes. Some people stood on the plane’s wings, others jumped or were carried into boats. Some found themselves in water, but were quickly rescued. Captain Sullenberger was the last to leave the sinking plane.   3  ___            Almost miraculously, no-one was killed. Except                              for one person whose legs were broken, no-one        suffered serious injuries. The mayor of New York described the pilot as a hero.  4  ___ It is likely that future pilots will be trained using videos of his    Hudson landing. 

help you. 

‘The Miracle on the Hudson’
  How one pilot’s skill saved 155 lives  

 

On 15 January, 2009 an Airbus A320 with 155    

people on board took off from New York’s La 

Guardia airport.  1   ___     
  ‘I heard an explosion, and I saw fl ames coming  

from the left wing, and I thought, “this isn’t good”,’ 

remembers one of the passengers.  

  Planes often collide with birds. 2   ___            

  Captain Chesley Sullenberger found himself in 

charge of a plane with no engines, at an altitude of 

just over 900 metres over New York City.   3  ___           
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exam trainer 5    Listening 
 Matching  

 4    18   Listen to a person talking 
about herself and the media. 
What do you think her job is?  

 5  18  Listen again and note down 
at least three words or phrases 
which helped you to answer the 
question. 

                         
When you have to match 
speakers to their jobs, l isten for 
words and phrases which tell you 
something about the person’s 
usual activities. 

 6    19   Listen to four people 
talking about themselves and 
the media. Match the speakers 1–4 
to their jobs a–e. There is one 
extra job. 
 a  □  actor  
 b  □  artist   
 c  □  business person   
 d  □  journalist   
 e  □  housewife   

 Use of English 
 Error correction 

 7  In each of the sentences below, cross out one word which 
should not be there. 
 1  Jack  has  sprained his ankle yesterday. 
 2  The man which I talked to seemed very friendly. 
 3  We discussed about our plans. 
 4  He asked me where did I lived. 
 5  The article was a very interesting. 
 6  Finally I could relax myself. 
 7  The sailors have been abandoned the ship. 
 8  My favourite sport is the swimming. 

 8  Complete the exam tip with examples from exercise 7. 

 The unnecessary words in error correction exercises may be:  
 a  auxiliary verbs ___ ___ ___  
 b  articles ___ ___   
 c  prepositions ___  
 d  re� exive pronouns (himself, etc.) ___    
 e  relative pronouns (who, which, etc.) ___    

 
9  Read the text below. In  some  of the lines there is a word 

which should not be there.  Tick ( ✓ ) the correct lines.  If a line 
has a word which should not be there, circle the word.

    Our yacht sank after hitting a whale!  

   1     My wife and I were used to dream of sailing  
       2     around the world for years. Finally last year  ✓

   3     we had been saved enough money to buy a  
   4     yacht and we set out on our dream voyage. 
   5     One day we were sailing from the Jamaica 
     6     to Puerto Rico when suddenly something 
   7     massive has hit the boat. It was a whale! 
   8     The boat started � lling with water very quickly. 
     9     For a moment I felt myself scared, but my wife 

   10     was a very calm. She took the ‘emergency bag’ 
   11     who we always kept ready and we got into a life  
   12     raft. Soon we were rescued by another yacht. 
   13     Back home, a reporter asked us what did we 
   14     planned to do now. I told to him we were hoping 
     15     to buy another boat soon!   
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